Nanoscale Transforming Mineral Phases in Fresh Nacre
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ABSTRACT: Nacre, or mother-of-pearl, the iridescent inner layer of many mollusk shells, is a biomineral lamellar composite of aragonite (CaCO₃) and organic sheets. Biomineralization frequently occurs via transient amorphous precursor phases, crystallizing into the final stable biomineral. In nacre, despite extensive attempts, amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursors have remained elusive. They were inferred from non-nacre-forming larval shells, or from a residue of amorphous material surrounding mature gastropod nacre tablets, and have only once been observed in bivalve nacre. Here we present the first direct observation of ACC precursors to nacre formation, obtained from the growth front of nacre in gastropod shells from red abalone (Haliotis rufescens), using synchrotron spectromicroscopy. Surprisingly, the abalone nacre data show the same ACC phases that are precursors to calcite (CaCO₃) formation in sea urchin spicules, and not proto-aragonite or poorly crystalline aragonite (pAra), as expected for aragonitic nacre. In contrast, we find pAra in coral.

INTRODUCTION

Mollusk shell nacre¹⁻⁴ is among the most studied biominerals due to its iridescent lamellar structure,⁵,⁶ its remarkable resistance to fracture,⁻⁷⁻¹² and its complex formation mechanisms.²⁻⁴,¹³⁻¹⁸,⁴⁰⁻⁴⁶ An amorphous precursor to nacre formation has been suspected to exist¹¹⁻¹⁵ but has never been successfully identified, despite extensive attempts. Most fresh nacre studies thus far published focus on the organic matrix,²⁴,⁵⁴,⁵⁵,⁴⁴ only one of them has focused on the minerals.³⁵

In recent years, amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) minerals have been identified as the first phases deposited by living organisms to form their biominerals, which later become fully crystalline via a series of biologically controlled phase transitions. Sea urchin embryonic spicules were the first biominerals in which an amorphous precursor was discovered,⁴⁶ followed by sea urchin spines,⁴⁷,⁴⁸ and teeth,⁴⁹ bone,⁵⁰ tooth enamel,⁵¹ and a variety of other biominerals.⁴²,⁵²⁻⁵⁹ These observations sparked tremendous interest in in situ and in silico experiments and simulations to understand mineral formation via ACC in abiotic and biological systems.⁶⁰⁻⁶⁵

Key in vitro experiments are beginning to reveal how the amorphous precursor phases may be stabilized by confinement in pores,⁶⁶ between crossed cylinders,⁶⁷ in picoliter droplets,⁶⁸ within a silica coating,⁶⁹,⁷⁰ and in liposomes,⁷¹⁻⁷³ all of which prevent release of or contact with water.⁶⁸⁻⁷⁵,⁷⁷,⁷⁸ In sea urchin embryos, such stabilization by confinement takes place in an intracellular vesicle in which ACC is first synthesized and then transported to the biomineralization site.⁷⁶,⁷⁷ Another intriguing possibility is that acidic polymers such as poly-aspartate stabilize ACC in a liquid precursor phase,⁷⁸,⁷⁹ as first demonstrated by the Gower group,⁸⁰,⁸¹ and later re-discovered by molecular dynamics simulations.⁶³,⁸²

In vivo, once hydrated amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC-H₂O) is released from the intracellular vesicle, it must be stabilized by other agents, possibly proteins, retarding its dehydration and crystallization. In sea urchin embryonic spicules this function may be carried out by SM50⁹⁰ or other proteins.⁸⁴ This stabilizing function of proteins, yet to be identified, would prevent the deposited mineral in the forming biomineral from prematurely converting to calcite or aragonite (both naturally occurring crystal forms of calcium carbonate, CaCO₃).

The presence of ACC in mature nacre was demonstrated by Nassif et al., who observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) that a thin, 2 nm layer of ACC surrounds crystalline aragonite tablets.⁵₂ This is consistent with an ACC precursor to all the aragonite deposited but does not uniquely demonstrate it, because other mechanisms could generate such an ACC lining. For instance, if aragonite crystals grew from solution ion-
Figure 1. Forming nacre. (A) SEM micrograph of a fractured cross-section of nacre from red abalone, *Haliotis rufescens*. Notice the towers of forming nacre tablets (center), fully formed nacre (left), and the tips of many towers (right). (B) Component map of a nearby fractured cross-section obtained from stacks of PEEM images acquired across the Ca L-edge, after embedding, polishing, and coating. A complete Ca spectrum is acquired at each 20 nm pixel, as described in the Supporting Information, revealing the mineral phases present at that location. In this map, fully formed, space-filling, mature nacre is on the left, three towers of forming nacre tablets are at the center, and Ca-free epoxy appears in black on the right. The results of the component analysis are displayed as a map, in which pixels are assigned different colors depending on the proportions of ACC-H2O, ACC, proto-aragonite or poorly crystalline aragonite (pAra), and aragonite (Ara) component Ca spectra, as indicated in the color legend. A red, green, blue, or yellow pixel contains only ACC-H2O, ACC, pAra, or Ara, respectively; pixels containing mixtures are displayed with intermediate color. (C) The four spectral components used for component analysis, color-coded as in the component map in B. Each component spectrum was acquired from single pixels of nacre, as those shown in (B) and as described in the Supporting Information. Comparison of ACC-H2O (D) and ACC (E) in nacre and in spicules, showing that the spectra are spectroscopically similar in these two biominerals. This is surprising, as sea urchin spicules have calcite as the final phase. (F) Proto-aragonite (pAra) compared to ACC and aragonite (Ara). Notice that the intensity of the two main peaks indicates crystallinity, and is highest in Ara, lowest in ACC, and intermediate in pAra. The line shape of the pAra spectrum has some characteristics of both the other two and is therefore intermediate: the three little peaks (blue arrows, pointing down) that are characteristic of Ara, as well as the calcite crystal field peak (green arrows, pointing up in E and F). The sea urchin spicule spectra are from ref 83. Spectra in panels C, D, and E are normalized to a pre-edge linear fit of the background and then displaced vertically for clarity. Spectra in panel F are normalized so that the pre- and post-edge intensities are 0 and 1, respectively, so one can compare peak intensities independent of concentration.

by-ion, their growth could be poisoned by organic molecules, resulting in the observed amorphous layer coating each crystal. Zhang and Xu did not observe an amorphous mineral around each tablet in *Perna viridis* mature nacre, but they did in forming nacre tablets. They reported the first evidence of an amorphous mineral in forming nacre tablets, along with disordered nanocrystals, with many different crystal orientations in forming nacre. Addadi et al. showed 50−100 nm nanoparticles after partial etching of nacre tablets and eloquently discussed the possibility that these were originally ACC when first deposited. Dauphin showed with atomic force microscopy that nacre in Nautilus is made of nanoparticles. Oaki and Imai showed particles on the terraced surface of *Pinctada fucata* nacre. Neff showed particles in the cell bodies of mantle cells of *Mercenaria mercenaria*. Those particles were electron-dense, ~50 nm in size, and did not diffract electrons; it is therefore possible that they were ACC. They could not be nacre precursor particles because *M. mercenaria* is not nacre-forming. The Epple group showed an amorphous material with the short-range order of aragonite in forming snail embryonic shells of *Biomphalaria glabrata*, a gastropod that does not form nacre. M. mercenaria is not nacre-forming. The Epple group showed an amorphous material with the short-range order of aragonite in forming snail embryonic shells of *Biomphalaria glabrata*, a gastropod that does not form nacre. The mantle cells in general, however, are shell-forming; thus, they also form nacre in nacre-forming species. Jacob et al. recently showed a stable, non-transient ACC phase between the periostracum and the calcite prismatic layer in adult bivalve shells. Again, this must have been deposited by the shell-forming mantle cells. Other authors showed that ACC may contribute to calcite prism formation. These previous lines of evidence make it likely that nacre forms via amorphous precursors, but it has never been directly demonstrated in any gastropod shells. If there are one or more amorphous precursor phases in nacre, they are expected to exhibit the short-range order characteristic of aragonite, according to the polyamorphism idea. Polymermorphous precursor phases are structurally distinct, termed proto-calcite, proto-aragonite, and proto-vaterite.

The Epple group observed a biogenic mineral amorphous precursor, with the short-range order of aragonite, in the fresh, forming shell of *B. glabrata*. This precursor matures to become either vaterite and aragonite or aragonite only. An aragonite-like form of ACC has been prepared synthetically, in the presence of high Mg:Ca ratios (9:1) or poly-aspartate. Despite its short-range order of aragonite, however, this
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amorphous precursor crystallizes to monohydrocalcite, not aragonite; thus, it does not seem appropriate to call either the biogenic or the synthetic phases proto-aragonite. Proto-vaterite and proto-calcite have been observed and thoroughly investigated, whereas proto-aragonite has been theorized but not yet experimentally observed.

Here we directly observe the forming part of nacre and analyze its mineral phases with 20 nm resolution, using photoemission electron spectromicroscopy (PEEM) and X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy. For brevity, the combination of these two methods will be hereafter referred to as PEEM.

We recently demonstrated using PEEM that there are not two but three mineral phases in forming sea urchin biominerals: ACC-H$_2$O, an intermediate phase that is likely anhydrous ACC, and calcite. We observed their distribution in space and time in sea urchin spicules and, using calorimetry, the energetics of their phase transitions.

Whether the same or different transient precursor mineral phases are observed in nacre is a question best addressed using PEEM and freshly sacrificed animals, so the organics and minerals in the shell are as pristine as possible at the time of analysis. After the shells are cut, embedded, polished, and coated as described previously, they can be analyzed in cross-section; hence, the nacre layers are seen as separated by parallel lines (organic sheets), and, most importantly, forming and fully formed nacre are analyzed simultaneously, in the same field of view, as presented in Figure 1.

Comparing forming and mature nacre is key to interpreting the spectroscopic results and understanding the precursor mineral phases involved in nacre formation. The salient characteristics of a PEEM experiment are that it provides spatial resolution on the order of 20 nm, probes a depth of 3 nm at the Ca L-edge, and detects the crystal or amorphous structure in the immediate surrounding of the probed atoms, in this work Ca; therefore, it is most sensitive to the symmetry of atoms bonded to Ca: six and nine oxygen atoms in calcite and aragonite, respectively.

To our knowledge, only one group has reported successful analysis of the mineral phases present in forming nacre using TEM: Zhang and Xu showed non-diffusing material in forming tablets of the bivalve _Perna viridis_, and this appears to be a combination of ACC and nanocrystalline aragonite with disordered orientations.

### RESULTS

In Figure 1 we present the characteristic morphology of forming columnar nacre, as observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and its four mineral phases observed by PEEM. Forming nacre exhibits stacks of tablets wider at the base and narrower at the tip, termed “towers.” With time each tablet in a tower widens in its nacre layer until it abuts tablets from other towers. They stop growing when the layer between two organic sheets is completely filled with mineral.

As described in the Figure 1 caption, a component map is a spatial distribution of specific reference spectra, termed components. Each component map can be displayed alone as in Figure S1R-Y, or together with other components, as in Figures 1B and 1RGBY. When the components are displayed in RGB or RGBY maps they follow the rules of additive color mixing; yellow = red + green (Y = R + G), magenta = red + blue (M = R + B), and cyan = blue + green (C = B + G).

The most difficult step in this analysis is the production of the best possible reference spectra to be used in component mapping. A detailed description of how such spectra were obtained is provided in the Supporting Information.

In fully formed, mature nacre the phase observed most frequently, almost exclusively, is aragonite, and most of the spectra in forming nacre are also aragonite, as shown by the majority of blue pixels in Figure 1B, and displayed in separate panels in Figure S1. Figure S2 shows the excellent agreement of the aragonite spectra from nacre and geologic aragonite, with only minor differences, possibly due to the <1% anisotropic lattice distortions previously observed in biogenic aragonite from bivalve, gastropod, and cephalopod shells. A few pixels in forming nacre, however, are observed to be ACC-H$_2$O, or proto- or poorly crystalline aragonite (pAra), and many more pixels the same intermediate phase observed in sea urchin spicules and teeth, tentatively interpreted as anhydrous ACC (Figure 1E). All green pixels, and a few red and yellow ones, are phases found mostly in forming nacre, whereas in mature nacre pixels with calcite-like ACC (green pixels) appear sporadically (Figure S1G), and only near the organic sheets, which is consistent with previous TEM observations in mature and forming nacre. The four mineral phases are spectroscopically distinct, and their spectra are presented in Figure 1C.

Unexpectedly, in forming nacre the most abundant non-crystalline phase, ACC, is spectroscopically identical to the same phase observed in sea urchin spicules, as shown in Figure 1E. The intermediate spectra (red and green) are indistinguishable from those in spicules. See comparisons of ACC-H$_2$O in nacre and sea urchin spicules in Figure 1D and of ACC in nacre and spicules in Figure 1E.

In Ca spectra the line shape represents the symmetry and coordination of Ca atoms, and therefore differs dramatically across calcium carbonate polymorphs. In calcite and aragonite, six and nine oxygen atoms, respectively, coordinate and bond each Ca atom, and seven in ACC. This is in contrast with the expected proto-aragonite phase and previous observations in synthetic and biogenic systems.

The fourth component in Figure 1 could be proto-aragonite or poorly crystalline aragonite (pAra). Ca L-edge spectra from pAra have not been reported previously. We observed these characteristic and unprecedented spectra extensively in coral, another aragonite biomineral, and found this mineral phase concentrated in globular particles at the centers of calcification in _Madracis sp._ coral, as shown in Figure 2. As in nacre in Figure 1, in coral in Figure 2 the most abundant phase is aragonite (blue). Coral, however, has abundant pAra, which nacre lacks almost entirely (Figure S3).

Figure 1CF shows the pAra reference spectrum, obtained averaging the spectra shown in Figure S4, which are of nearly pure (>80%) pAra, acquired from the centers of calcification in Figure 2 and others. As shown in Figure 1F, the pAra spectrum is intermediate between calcite-like ACC and aragonite: first, it has intermediate crystallinity, as shown by the intensity of the two most intense peaks (L$_2$ and L$_3$ edges, termed white lines, or peaks 1 and 3 in this work; see Figures S2 and 3 for peak numbers); second, it has the three little peaks as in aragonite (blue downward arrows in Figure 1, peaks 4', 4, and 4″ in
The pAra spectrum has a dip where peak 2′ at 351.7 eV, which is characteristic of crystalline aragonite, is always absent, and peak 2 at 351.4 eV is always present in all spectra in Figures 1 and 4, the two main peaks 1 and 3 have greater intensity in aragonite (B) than for any of the amorphous phases (R, G, Y). See Figure 1F for a direct comparison. Sharper, more intense peaks indicate greater crystallinity, as expected.

We now discuss expected and unexpected phase transitions in forming nacre, as detailed in Figure 4. In Figure 4A,B, ACC-H2O transforms into ACC and then into aragonite by dehydration followed by crystallization, as expected. Figure 4C,D shows a gradual transition from green to blue (G-to-B), which demonstrates a slow crystallization process with coexistence of ACC and aragonite in several pixels (cyan C = G+B). Figure S5 shows key testing done on the spectra of Figure 4 and demonstrates the reliability of component mapping.

An energy landscape for the scenario in Figure 4A-D is presented in Figure 5A, which is based on the enthalpies of transformation measured by Radha et al. and the activation barriers are qualitatively drawn, as deduced from the data of Figures 1 and 4, and six additional regions from two shells in Figure S6. Because in all these component maps green pixels occur more frequently than red pixels, the energy barrier for the G-to-B transition is greater than that for the R-to-G transition in Figure 4A.

In Figure 4E,F, ACC-H2O transforms directly into aragonite, almost completely skipping the ACC phase. We therefore see a transition from red to blue with magenta pixels in between (magenta M = R+B), indicating a mixture of the initial and final phases. In Figure 4F, green is 9% in one pixel and 0% in all others. A possible interpretation of this result is that the energy barrier for ACC-H2O to become ACC (R-to-G) is relatively high, whereas the barrier for ACC to become aragonite (G-to-B) is low, as presented in Figure 5B. In this scenario, ACC-H2O transformed into ACC slowly, and ACC quickly transformed again into aragonite before it was observed, thus leading to the coexistence of ACC-H2O and aragonite in the same pixel. It is possible that the green ACC phase is skipped altogether, as contemplated by the Ostwald rule of stages; however, because in some regions we also observe a small but non-zero percentage of green in the magenta pixels (e.g., the 9% above), it is more realistic to hypothesize a low G-to-B activation barrier. This is demonstrated in Figure 4 and Table S2.

The data in Figures 1, 4, and S6 demonstrate that ACC-H2O and another intermediate phase, previously tentatively assigned to ACC with a higher degree of crystallinity, as expected. This observation suggests that the nearest neighboring atoms to Ca have the six-coordinated symmetry of calcite when they are first deposited by the animal (or seven in ACC), but after reaching the biomineralization site they
transform to assume the nine-coordinated symmetry of aragonite. Such symmetry transformation must occur rather rapidly, as amorphous phases appear in only a few pixels, with the majority of pixels being blue in Figures 1B and S6. Since we observe more cyan than magenta pixels, we can deduce that the combination of transformation rates in Figure 5A is either slower or more common than that in Figure 5B. In a computer simulation, we produced a three-dimensional model system in which all possible combinations of the two transitions are explored: fast dehydration and slow crystallization, slow and fast, slow and slow, or fast and fast (Figure S7). We observed the greatest agreement with the experimental results in the fast-slow and slow-fast combinations, which are those corresponding to the energy landscapes in Figure 5, panels A and B, respectively. These appear to be localized in different tablets, so they co-exist in nacre in time but not in space, as shown in Figure 4.

The simulation of Figure S7 shows the interplay of these transition rates. Briefly, a three-dimensional cuboid made of voxels transforming from R to G to B is created, and slices are taken to observe transitions. The transformations can be fast or slow, and only occur in a spatially connected fashion. The only simulation results similar to the experimental results in Figures 1, 4, and S6 are obtained for fast and slow or slow and fast (Figure S7C,D, respectively). Specifically, transitions from a red region to a blue region, with an assortment of all other colors at their interfaces, as in Figure S7C,D, are never observed experimentally.

Although it is not possible with the present data to give a quantitative estimate of how fast (or slow) these transitions are, a qualitative idea (Figure 5) clarifies the mechanisms leading to the data of Figures 1, 4, and S6.

In Figure S8, the nanoparticulate texture of cryo-fractured nacre is presented. Although morphology is not a direct indication of formation mechanism, this nanoparticulate morphology, first observed in Nautilus by Dauphin,\textsuperscript{86} suggests that nacre formed via attachment of particles.\textsuperscript{119}−\textsuperscript{121} From the PEEM results one can infer that these particles were amorphous at the time of attachment and later crystallized to aragonite.

## DISCUSSION

Lowenstam showed, in a pioneering experiment in 1972, that stable biogenic amorphous calcium phosphate crystallizes to different polymorphs when heated.\textsuperscript{100} The same idea, now termed polymorphism,\textsuperscript{93−101} was confirmed by observation of ACC with aragonite-like short-range order in another biominal, freshwater snail shells, using extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy at the calcium
K-edge. Amorphous mixed with disordered nanocrystalline aragonite was observed by Zhang and Xu in the forming nacre tablets of a green mussel. An aragonite-like precursor phase, therefore, was expected to be observed here in nacre with XANES spectroscopy at the Ca L-edge, as both EXAFS and XANES-PEEM methods are only sensitive to the atomic and electronic structure immediately surrounding Ca atoms. Any aragonite order at any scale would have been detected if it existed in nacre. In this work we show evidence of proto- or poorly crystalline aragonite in coral. We conclude, therefore, that proto- or poorly crystalline aragonite is not a precursor to aragonite in red abalone nacre.

A possibility that cannot be excluded by the present data is that the proto- or poorly crystalline aragonite appears as an intermediate in the crystallization of ACC to aragonite, and it is too short-lived to be detected in the nacre experiments.

Crystallization of ACC particles to aragonite in nacre, however, does not require any pre-existing structural order in the ACC particle itself, because transformation to aragonite may be directed by the pre-existing crystal substrate. Hence, crystal growth, or, more accurately, the propagation of crystallinity at the expense of the amorphous precursors, may be viewed as epitaxial growth.

Epitaxial growth of nacre is consistent with the mineral bridge model first proposed by Schäffer et al., and then modified and confirmed by Checa et al. and Olson et al.

The reproducibility of the data presented here is demonstrated in nine different areas (20 μm × 20 μm each) in two different Haliotis rufescens shells, one fixed with ethanol and one with formaldehyde in pH 11 buffer, producing similar and consistent results. In all areas we acquired 2–3 subsequent Ca movies to rule out radiation damage effects, and we observed that exposure to the beam is not likely to have significantly altered the sample at the time of the first movie acquisition. Most frequently we observed identical second movies and slightly damaged third movies. Figure S9 shows zoomed-in regions of repeat movies, demonstrating no significant changes. When/where the changes occur, radiation damage pushes the transitions thermodynamically downhill; hence, it provokes dehydration (R → G) and crystallization to aragonite (G → B). In other words, exposure to X-rays in the PEEM experiment speeds up the same transitions that would occur if the samples were left undisturbed in the animal. The detection of ACC-H2O and the intermediate phase tentatively assigned to ACC, therefore, cannot be a radiation damage artifact.

Figure 4. Component maps and spectra of forming nacre. (A,C,E) Zoomed-in component maps showing representative spatial transitions across phases, color-coded as in Figures 1 and 2. The white outlines surround the lines of single 20 nm pixels from which the spectra in panels B, D, and F were extracted. Panels A and B show nacre pixels that transform gradually from pure ACC-H2O through intermediate mixture phases shown in orange and yellow, to pure ACC, and finally to aragonite. Panels C and D show a gradual spatial transition from ACC to aragonite, with extensive intermediate mixtures in cyan. Panels E and F show a red-to-blue transition, in which no intermediate green is present, demonstrating that the ACC phase was either present for a very short time or skipped altogether. In panels B, D, and F, the percentages of each component present in each pixel-spectrum are displayed, as obtained from component mapping. These are also presented in Table S2. Figure S5 shows additional evidence for these spectra.

Figure 5. Energy landscapes deduced from nacre component maps and spectra. (A) Energy landscape for R-G-B transitions (e.g., those in Figure 4A,B and 4C,D) and (B) for the R-M-B transition (e.g., that in Figure 4E,F).
Interestingly, the radiation damage tests are also consistent with epitaxial crystallization to aragonite by direct contact with previously crystalline aragonite, consistent with previous observations of carbonate nucleation and growth in *vitro*.\(^{32,125}\)

The present 20 nm resolution data, which are also surface sensitive (\(\sim 3 \text{ nm}\)\(^{35,109,111}\)), succeeded in demonstrating the existence of amorphous precursors to nacre formation. This result has only been published once,\(^{126}\) despite repeated attempts by many authors. A possible explanation is the extremely limited amount of amorphous phases observed here and their localization to very small regions on the tablet surface. Other spectromicroscopy methods most frequently used in biomineralization experiments, such as infrared and Raman spectroscopies, typically resolve areas on the order of 500 nm or larger, with penetration depths on the order of microns. Limited by such large sampling volumes, forming nacre is spectroscopically identical to mature nacre: the few amorphous voxels are strongly averaged with an overwhelming majority of aragonite voxels. The only other successful observation of amorphous, non-diffracting mineral in nacre was done with high-resolution TEM.\(^{35}\)

The formation mechanism of nacre is dramatically different from that of sea urchin spicules,\(^{46,45,105,116}\) spines,\(^{47}\) and teeth.\(^{49,126}\) In sea urchins, biomineralization occurs inside a closed membrane that excludes water\(^{46,77}\) and is in immediate contact with the forming cells. In nacre towers, mineralization occurs extracellularly, near the mantle cells at the tip of the towers, but the base of the towers may be as much as 10 \(\mu\text{m}\) away from the nearest cell. ACC crystallizes readily, especially when in contact with water.\(^{106}\) Therefore, in the space between nacre organic sheets and the growing nacre tablets, there may be sulfate and Mg, shown by Dauphin et al. to persist in bulk nacre,\(^{127,129}\) to prevent nucleation and crystallization, as well as organic agents that strongly stabilize both ACC-H\(_2\)O and ACC phases. The existence of such agents is not only deduced here from geometric considerations, but also demonstrated by the energy diagram in Figure 5 and the data on nacre tablets in Figures 1, 4, and S6, from which this diagram was deduced.

The data presented here show that, unlike coral and freshwater snails, nacre does not form via proto- or poorly crystalline aragonite, but via calcite precursor ACCs, perhaps proto-calcite. This attractive, iconic biomineral provides yet another surprise.
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